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... to the April-May issue of the South
Cowichan Life Magazine.
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in the
South Cowichan Valley
by Canada Post

In the mid-1400s, Johannes Gutenberg from Mainz
introduced a revolutionary technology into printing,
which allowed letter types to be produced individually and laid off later to a plate for printing a full
page, which largely saved time and reduced costs in the
printing process making it possible for efficient mass productions whether
books, brochures, newsletters or other items. This accelerated many changes
in the world leading to great events like the Renaissance, the Enlightenment
Movement and the Exploration of the Americas.
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Please call 250-743-1821 or email
cowpress@shaw.ca for details, cover
ads, discounts, and package deals
Attention Advertisers & Contributors
The deadline for submissions and
advertising for the South Cowichan Life
is the 15th of each month (prior to the
edition in which article/ad will appear)
This magazine is published by locally
owned/operated Cowichan Press Inc.
and Stellar Real Estate Marketing.

Ph: 250-743-1821
E: cowpress@shaw.ca

Along with Gutenberg’s invention, typeface (font) became a critical feature
in cultural communications. Successful typefaces became part of a brand, the
product or some concept. Some typefaces present a solemn and unquestionable
authority, like those used in the Bible; some speak boldly for news titles while
others mimic beautiful handwritings featuring classic and romantic. We have
seen some iconic fonts like the Cowboy, that fit best in Wild West scenes such
as ‘Wanted, Dead or Alive’ posters. Some fonts, like Helvetica, have become
exceptionally popular. Its power comes from its neutrality – incredible how we
accept this subconsciously. Some Accent Fonts like ‘Comic Sans’ have been
neglected by professional designers but are loved by school kids.
Graphic designers always have their preferences or philosophies in picking
fonts. Some formula does exist but there will always be exceptions or experiments at play. It is an art to find the balance between ingenuity, creativity and
public perception.
How many typefaces do we have now? Nobody can say for certain since
every day type artists are developing new ones. But one thing for sure, there
will not be so many fonts for Chinese writing because each type family has to
cover thousands of characters! 			
- Eric Yan
Read the magazine online at southcowichanlife.ca
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Linda Roseneck: Mill Bay Fundraising Powerhouse
by Shane Ryan, Vice President Mill Bay Community League

This month I’m profiling the inexhaustible Linda
Roseneck. Linda has lived a life with many adventures,
many blessings and many hardships. These experiences
have formed her into the kind of
woman who can handle tough situations with ease and instilled in her a
strong desire to help her community.
Born in Kenora Ontario. Linda
was one of 4 kids. Her parents married young and though their father
worked hard they were poor. They
had no running water. No inside
toilet. They lived in a small home on a
rural lake outside of town. Her father
had TB of the kidney and required
surgery and isolation. Childhood
illness were the norm.” But Linda
didn’t feel hard done. “It was just life”.
Linda remembers being quarantined as a child. In the days before
extensive vaccinations quarantines were much more
common. She says “the quarantine didn’t seem too bad”.
However, despite their hardships. Their father had
two very firm beliefs. His Catholic faith and the need
to volunteer in the community. To him giving back was
very important. Linda and her family participated in a
lot of volunteering even as a child.
Linda has always believed in hard work. At the age
of 13 she landed her first job as a waitress in the local
Husky restaurant. With diligence, she fast-tracked her
way through high-school, graduated early and went to
the University of Manitoba to begin a degree in interior
design and architecture.
While attending university she met her future first
husband Herb who introduced her to the:” Dale Carnegie” public speaking method. She left university and
began a twenty-five-year career coaching and training
people in how to become better orators. “I was always
amazed that there are people who would actually limit
their career over their fear of public speaking”.
During this time, she raised a family of four boys
mostly by herself. As Herb was out of town an average

of 265 days of the year travelling
the country with his work.
Eventually, Linda and Herb
went their
separate ways
after 25 years.
Linda
then took a job with the United
Way (UW) which gave her the
opportunity to travel extensively
across the country. It was during this
period that Linda met Martin Bliss
who eventually became her husband.
Martin was an Englishman who had
suffered a traumatic brain injury on
the job. Linda’s interest in Martin’s
story engendered an interest in brain
injuries and she eventually became
president of “the Cowichan Brain
Injury Association”.
Fifteen years ago, her relationship with Martin
brought Linda to the west coast to look after his ageing
parents in Mill Bay. Linda immediately loved Mill Bay.
It was beautiful and rural and close to water like her
childhood home. But with rugged mountains, huge trees
and no black flies or mosquitos!
In 2018 Linda started working with Clements as
its Director of fundraising. Her current major project is
a new $6M child development centre. The ”SunDrop
Centre”. Linda has also recently raised $1M for a
Clements centre for day programmes on Cobble Hill
Road that will be opening in May 2021. During the day
the new centre houses fifteen adults with disabilities.
The broader community can then use it during evenings
and weekends for other purposes (ex. service clubs, yoga
clubs, youth groups, etc.).
In her spare time, Linda sits on two boards and
makes weekly meals for seniors in the Cowichan Valley
“My favourite saying is when you’re green you’re
growing. When you’re ripe you’re rotting. To me, the
trick is always staying green and growing. Always
learning something new and applying your skillset.”

Recording the News and Views of the Mill Bay Community League

REGULAR | MAUREEN ALEXANDER

Glimpses of Our Past

Mill Bay / Malahat Historical Society’s Trivia Proves…
…You are living in
history

The past really
does create the present
because unless you have
personally invented each
item and service you use
every day, your life is
influenced by history.
With this in mind,
our History Trivia Quiz

called, ‘I Never Would
Have Guessed That’

was created. Partnering
with Nick Versteeg (DV Productions), a well known film
producer and Jörg Walter Rosenthal, a local Website
Designer, the MBMHS filmed 8 episodes showcasing
the history of common items you use every day.
Don’t know the story behind the food you eat or the
everyday items you use?
Play our trivia quiz and find out. We guarantee you
will be surprised.
Each episode has 3 questions beginning with a Fact
or Fiction question. We show you an item of historical
interest along with a brief description and you have 10
seconds to decide whether the information is Fact or
Fiction. Can you tell the difference? Well, you might
be surprised when you hear the correct answer.

The other two
questions are multiplechoice, again with ten
seconds to choose the
correct answer. Remember the quiz is called,
‘I Never Would Have
Guessed That’ so don’t
be too worried about
guessing the correct
answer. It is all about
having fun and learning
a bit more about the
things around you.
Thank you to everyone who is playing and sharing. The response to the quiz has been overwhelming
with over 6,000 views to date on our website millbaymalahathistory.com
and Facebook page where all episodes will be posted.
We have also received dozens of wonderful comments from teachers, whose students have loved every
episode, activity coordinators from retirement homes
and community groups who tell us the quiz has evoked
many memories and individuals who are thrilled to
have a fun activity to do while staying at home.
So we encourage you to play, share with friends
and family and see for yourself that you are indeed
living history every day. Have fun.
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REGULAR | JEFF WRIGHT

Ask a Teky
A Real $95 Computer

T

his is a follow-up to my Jul2020
article about a $14 computer,
the Raspberry Pi Zero W. That article, in a nutshell, said that computer
was only good for tinkerers or very
simple projects; it would not make
a good general-purpose computer
because of its lack of speed.
This article is about the Raspberry Pi 400, a $95 computer that
would—in certain cases—make a
good general-purpose computer.
The 400 is a computer built
into a QWERTY keyboard (like
in the old days of the Vic 20 or
the Commodore 64). It is many
times more powerful than the
Zero W, and has a great selection
of features: a 78-key “compact”
keyboard with 4GB RAM,
fast wireless-AC, and ports for
gigabit Ethernet, USB 2, USB
3 (two of them), USB 3C (for

power input), two microHDMI
(for audio/video output), and a
microSD card reader (for bootup,
programs, and storage).
I had to get one to see for
myself how it performed. It took
an hour or so to get it updated and
ready for use. With that done, I
dug into some standard tasks that
someone might want to do with it.

Here are my findings:

- It boots in 30 seconds, and
you can be viewing a website 15
seconds later
- It comes pre-loaded with standard apps like a browser, an email
tool, and an office suite (LibreOffice)
- You also get standard multimedia
viewers for music, pictures, and videos
- It comes with a few games, and
you can load more
- You can play many of the
available online games
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- Installing a printer doesn’t take
much effort
- You can play local, or stream
remote, high-def videos very well
- The kit includes a 16GB SD
card with half of it free for local
storage, but you can have more
storage by using a larger SD card,
connected USB drives, network
drives, or cloud services
The only thing that disappointed
me was the difficulty in getting Zoom
to work. It worked eventually—it
even worked well—it just took a fair
bit of effort to get there since Zoom
has not yet been written for the
processor in the Raspberry Pi.
As with the Zero W, the 400 still
needs a few bits to make it functional.
The good news is that they sell a kit
that comes with everything you need,
except an HDMI monitor. The kit—
including the keyboard/computer
itself—sells for $135 (buyapi.ca) … an
amazing bargain.
I would say this kit is ideal for
someone on a strict budget who wants
a desktop PC to do the basics. It can
still do the projects that tinkerers
want to do, but it truly stands up as
a general-purpose PC, especially for
the very young and the very old. It is
dependable and easy to use, as long as
your needs are simple.

In the Garden
Gardening With Moss

“Really?” you may say, my lawn is

mostly moss so I guess I can say I garden
with moss! Actually, there are a whole
lot of people out there who have given
up their grass lawns in favour of moss
lawns. So why do lawns get full of moss
and how do you get rid of it (if you
want to)? Let’s face it – we live on the
wet coast. We get a lot of winter rainfall. Our soils are mostly pozols. These
soils types have their nutrients leached
out and are often heavy with silt or
clay. You are a lucky person if you
have a lawn with a sandy, light soil.
Grass loves those conditions and moss
does not! Moss adores my lawn. Large
mature fir and cedar trees surround
us. The soil is acidy and heavy silt.
Moss thinks my place is divine! It
outgrows the grass with enthusiasm. A
great deal less enthusiasm is shown by
my husband who tackles the grass vs
moss lawn with all manner of horticultural warfare. His weapons of choice

are dolomite lime, iron sulphate, and
a magnificent dethatched/demosser
attachment for the lawn tractor. He
has been known to mix up a beer and
soap concoction and spray the lawn
with that. Sadly, all this seems to be
in vain as the moss comes back with
enthusiasm. Let’s face it, moss loves these
soils, these trees and this wet coast!
A book I have been reading about
moss landscapes is by Annie Martin.
She has a nursery for moss, a mossery.
She sells big trays of all kinds of moss
species. These are super popular in
Asian-style gardens. They are also
very popular in terrariums and fairy
gardens. I like growing moss for
bonsai planters and as a living mulch
in summer planters. They keep the
soil moist and cool but do not change
the nature of the potting soil. There
are many different types of moss. A
hike up Cobble
Hill Mountain
from the Thain
Road location
will allow you
to see lots of
moss. Moss can
obviously not be
harvested from
parks but you
can take small
amounts from
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roadsides or private properties with
permission. If you know an area is
going to be developed often you can
get permission to remove moss from
that area. Once you collect a few
handfuls of moss find a shady moist
spot to place the moss. Care for the
moss by light frequent watering and
semi-shade. I put them in old cracked
plant saucers. They will double in size
and do very well. Pull a bit of black
deer mesh over the moss to protect
from raccoons and Varied Thrushes.
These guys toss your moss all over the
place looking for bugs and worms that
live underneath. If you are cleaning a
roof you can save all that handsome
red roof moss and plant it around
shrubs in shady areas. Moss is fun and
a vital part of natural ecosystems and
it helps fight climate change. How
good is that? Happy gardening!

REGULAR | PETE KEBER

Planning Tomorrows
The Hydrogen Myth

H

ydrogen is being touted as carbon-free future
energy as it burns with zero carbon output which
ignores carbon produced to create it. That aside, I am
skeptical that hydrogen can be anything other than a
fringe fuel. It will always have its industrial uses, like
steel manufacturing, oil refining and creating ammonia
for fertilizer. In some cases it will make sense as energy
storage. I doubt hydrogen powered vehicles will ever be
more than a novelty.
Numerous technical hurdles bar hydrogen as a
transport fuel, let alone other applications. There is
no freely available hydrogen gas. It must be created
by steam reforming methane, coal gasification or
electrolysis of water. Over 90% is derived from
methane now, but the green hydrogen currently being
hyped is based on using excess renewable energy

to create hydrogen storage. That is better than blue
hydrogen which is hydrogen from methane combined
with carbon capture but it doesn’t address hydrogen’s
primary drawbacks. To be stored it must be compressed or liquefied employing considerable energy.
Transporting presents another problem as specialty
steel in pipelines or trucking containers is required
to offset embrittlement of ordinary steel. Hydrogen’s
advantages over electric vehicles are speedier refueling and range but new battery technology will soon
fix range issues and EVs can be recharged at home
which will never happen with hydrogen. EVs have
a large head-start and building hydrogen refueling
infrastructure will be expensive and impractical.
Given these disadvantages, why is there such a
rush to board the hydrogen train? There is a move
to appear as carbon free as possible. By promoting
hydrogen you appear to do that. I am sure there is
money to be made, since that is the ultimate criteria for
implementing anything these days. Man’s ingenuity
may overcome the technological barriers, but probably
not soon enough to reduce our carbon dependency.
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REGULAR | LISBETH PLANT

Canine Friends
Dog-Dog Meetings

-

Inappropriate socialization during the critical
period of puppy development (3-12 weeks).
Inappropriate social experience during adolescence.
Bad experiences with other dogs.
Prior handling (inadvertent reinforcement/punishment).
Barrier (leash) frustration from being held back on
a tight leash.

Normal Greeting Behaviour

-

A

s nice as our dog may be, not all dogs will want to
be visited by him, or he may not want to be visited
by some–or any–other dogs. Teaching our dog appropriate body language around other dogs will lessen the
chance of a problem, should you encounter off leash
dogs in a dog park or on the beach.
Give your dog a loose leash! A tight leash hinders the
dog from using his body language in social situations. He
should be able to back up, turn his head or body, or lower
his body posture to communicate appropriately with the
other dog. Be a wise and trustworthy pet guardian and
support your dog with your attention and a loose leash
when he meets other dogs. Protect him from meeting
other dogs that do not appear to have good social skills.
Ask your instructor about using a walking harness to
help prevent neck and back injuries, as well as reducing
stress in general.

Dogs approach each other using curving and calming
signals.
- Each dog allows the other dog to sniff him.
- Dogs usually walk off to urine-mark, and may return
to interact more, or not.
Signs of Potential Trouble

-

Dogs approach each other head-on without calming
signals or curving.
- Dog does not allow the other dog to sniff him.
- Over-confident, rude or pushy postures before the
greeting ritual is completed.
If your dog has trouble with his dog-dog social skills,
contract a qualified trainer for help.
Next Edition: Our Dogs in the Post-COVID World

Common causes of anxiety or social conflict

-

Patio Dining
& Take Out

Genetic traits.
Wed - Sun
250.929.2555
atthelakehouse.ca

IT’S TIME
Get your dog trained before summer!

FREE Orientation class via Zoom
Cowichan Canine
1462 Mile End Road, Cobble Hill
www.cowichancanine.ca

250-929-1400
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REGULAR | SHEILA WARNEKEN

Stitch, Rip and Glue

I

hope you are enjoying your
gardens coming to life with the
colours and scent of spring. It is
about renewal and rebirth of our gardens. With that in mind I recycled/
upcycled swivel stools giving them
a rebirth. I purchased them second
hand and they were grey with these
metal strips in copper wound around
the back support rail. With extreme
patience/ stubbornness it came off
and then I sanded the wood until
the shine was off. The sanding was
quick, just a lot of edges. Then
turning the stools upside down on
something higher which is better for
your back I painted them eggshell
black with water based paint. After
drying the other side was painted.
Next I randomly chose areas to
paint hits of bright gold and copper
acrylic which mixes well with any

water based paint. After drying I
brushed crackle which you can buy
from Michaels ($11-15 per bottle)
and let that dry. You can speed up
the process with a blow dryer but it
dries very quickly. Then I painted
black over the gold and copper.
When brushing over crackle load
your brush, stroke and turn to the
other side before it gets thin. Don’t
go back over and area as it will disturb it too much and when it is dry it
is very easy to touch up with a small
fine brush. There are three stools
and so on each one I picked different
flowers and flying insects to paint on
them. I chose sunflowers and bees,
poppies and dragonflies for two.
There are not a lot of blue flowers
so I chose three which were dahlias,
cornflower or bachelor buttons and
finally blue daisies with a butterfly.
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To complete I
sprayed with
Tremclad satin
varnish. These
have a new
life and when
they sell they
will enhance
someone’s home
with useable
art, remember
we only have so
much wall space in our homes. Why
not create something out of an older
piece of furniture or fabric whatever
that has memories attached to it,
give it a new life making something
beautiful and help the planet at the
same time. It is absolutely a winning
gift to yourself and our blue green
marble. With that in mind check out
the cvrd Spring/Summer Recreation
Schedule for my class I volunteer to
teach. It’s call “Upcycled Functional
Art Workshop” and will now run 6
weeks instead of 4 and you turn items
from wood, fabric, metal, ceramic
for inside or outside your home into
useable art. So check out the guide
for great local courses, have fun and
learn something new to enhance
your life. Again any questions just
give me a call or email me at sheilawarneken@gmail.com.

REGULAR | DR. TREVOR MIRANDA

InSight
Vision in Sports

V

ision is used in every aspect of
life. It is used for everything
from reading a book to walking to
your car. Vision is not just made up
of how well you can see; it is made
up of how well you can move your
eyes, focus your eyes, interpret
what you see, and use your vision
to direct your movements. These
are learned skills, and as such can
be improved upon with practice. As
you can imagine, visual skills play a
huge role in sports performance.
One of the visual skills used in
sports is tracking. Every sport has
a tracking aspect to it, whether
it is tracking your surroundings
while you move, tracking a ball as
it moves, or tracking a straight line
to tell where you want the ball to
go. There are two ways to track
movement: using central or peripheral vision. At times, it is more
beneficial to use central tracking,
as it is generally more precise. At
other times, using central vision,
looking where you are going to
pass the ball, gives away your move
and peripheral vision would be
the better option, if you are able
to accurately use your peripheral
vision to tell where your teammates
are. Wayne Gretzky was one of the
best hockey players when it came
to peripheral vision tracking, allowing him to always know where his
teammates were and making it very
difficult for the opposing team to
predict his moves.

Another visual skill used in
sports is visual attention. Visual
attention is the ability to maintain
focus despite peripheral distractions, while still maintaining a
high level of awareness of your
surroundings. Losing visual
attention while dribbling a ball
may make you fumble the ball.
Being distracted by a waving flag
may cause you to miss your target.
Visual attention
is what allows
you to literally
and figuratively
keep your eye
on the ball.
Other visual
skills commonly
used in sports
include handeye coordination, accommo-
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dation (focusing), vergence (where
your eyes are pointing relative
to each other), visual reaction
speed, depth perception, spatial
awareness, and visual perception
(interpreting what you see).
These visual skills are learned,
and given the appropriate stimuli
and environment, they can be improved upon at any age. That appropriate stimuli and environment
are provided by vision therapy, a
doctor-supervised program tailored
to your skill level, designed to improve your visual skills. Because of
the advantage gained by increasing
visual skills, it is common for high
level athletes to have visual skills
training by doing vision therapy.
Many international level sports
teams have a vision therapist on
their coaching staff. So if you want
an edge in your game, consider fine
tuning your visual skills and giving
yourself the increased accuracy
and extra seconds of better, faster
visual skills.

REGULAR | DR. TERENCE MIRANDA

Sound Advice
Choosing a Hearing Aid Style

I

f you have hearing loss and are considering what
kind of hearing aid to choose, there are basically
two styles to choose from, ones that go entirely in
the ear or the ones that have a piece that sits behind
the ear. There are advantages and disadvantages to
each style and various factors to consider.
Behind the Ear When the electronics are placed
behind the ear, a thin wire or tube runs over the top
of the ear and into the ear canal. In the last decade,
the behind the ear style has become, by far, the
most popular style. By placing most of the electronic
components behind the ear, this frees up space in
the ear canal and allows natural sound to flow into
the ear. This also reduces the occlusion effect (the
‘head in the barrel’ effect of your own voice when
you plug your ears). Behind the ear hearing aids
break down less often and when they do, it is often
the wire or tube that needs to be replaced and this
can easily be done in the clinic. Behind the ear aids
can be rechargeable and this option has become very
popular in recent years.
Disadvantages of behind the ear models are
that they compete for limited space behind the ear,
especially if one has tightly pinned ears or wears
glasses. Masks have been a great nuisance to people
wearing hearing aids behind the ear as their removal

tends to dislodge the aid if the mask is not
removed carefully.
In the Ear In-the-ear hearing aids come
in various sizes but what is most often
advertised are ones that ’disappear’ in the
ear canal. These hearing aids are discreet
and don’t interfere with masks or glasses.
Because the microphone is located deep
inside the ear (rather than behind the ear),
there is a more natural collection of sound
by the outer ear (pinna). On the downside,
there is an increased feeling of occlusion
and the hearing aid can interfere with the
good parts of one’s hearing. The humidity of
a healthy ear canal can be up to 70% and when all
of the electronics are inside the ear, it can raise the
humidity and lead to increased risk of infection. The
humidity and wax of the ear canal can also damage
the electronics of the hearing aid over time.
There are many factors to consider when deciding whether to go for a hearing aid that is inside
or behind the ear. The degree and configuration of
one’s hearing loss as well as the size and shape of
one’s ear canal are two other important factors to
consider. At Resonance, we are here to help guide
you through the decision process, allow you to try
various models, and help you get the most from your
purchase for many years of use.
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April - May, 2021 - www.southcowichanrotary.org

Club of South Cowichan

Rotary Together
The Kinsol Trestle

W

ith the coming of spring
and summer the number of
people using parks and trails within
the Cowichan Valley will increase
dramatically, and one of the more
popular outdoor destinations for
hiking is the Kinsol Trestle.
In June of this year Cowichan
Valley residents will be celebrating 10
years of the Kinsol Trestle being open
to the public.
Since the completion of the project, tens of thousands of people have
walked the Cowichan Valley Trail to
the trestle. The route is an integral part
of the great Trans Canada Trail route
on Southern Vancouver Island and is
multi user friendly – walkers/runners,
bicyclists, horses and most importantly,
wheelchair accessible. The trail is
well used and is a great destination for
visitors to our fair valley.
So many of us are familiar with
the Kinsol Trestle, but did you know
that in June 2011, the Rotary Club
of South
Cowichan

(Mill Bay) contributed to the overall
project by building the access trail
from the north abutment of the trestle
down to the Koksilah River. The trail
consists of steep grades and winds its
way down to the river, going under
the trestle. It provides a spectacular
panorama of the entire trestle.
The project was challenging.
Club members worked to tight project
timelines and the project had to co-ordinate work with other site contractors
while meeting strict safety protocols
and joint project requirements. My
hat goes off to Andrew Higginson (our
youngest Rotary member at the time)
who managed the project.
The Cowichan Valley Regional
District along with Gord MacDonald
of MacDonald and Lawrence Timber
Framing Ltd, the main Contractors
for the project, approached the Rotary
Club of South Cowichan (Mill Bay)
to build the trail down to the river.
Some thirty club members and family
took part in the project, providing
many hours of sweat equity. Finally,
truckloads of gravel had to be moved
to the site to cover the trail. I originally pictured Club members pushing
wheelbarrow loads of the stuff. Fortunately, the Club was able to acquire
powered wheelbarrows to help.
I am a fairly recent member of the
Club and was not here to take part in
this project. Many thanks to Gerry Giles,
Glenn Terrell, Roger Painter and Steve

By: Shirley Franklin
Rotary Club of South Cowichan

Housser who helped me with this article.
Please follow this link to see the
video of the work done. https://portal.
clubrunner.ca/694/Stories/kinsol-trestle-trails-project-south-cowichan-rotary-volunteers-in-actionin-action

WIN a $50 Giftcard to Mill Bay Centre
from Rotary Club of South Cowichan
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REGULAR | GERRY GILES

T

he Cobble Hill Hall’s milestone
anniversary was discussed in an
article printed in last month’s South
Cowichan Life. May 24th 1921
marked the date of the first event
held in the hall and since that time it
has been heavily used for weddings,
anniversaries, celebrations of life,
parties, fundraisers and other community events. In fact, this building has
been the cornerstone of the Cobble
Hill Village for the past 100 years.
Having a central gathering place
was viewed by the early pioneers as
a necessity for ‘community building’.
Consequently, this century old 32 x
72 foot structure was built by and is
maintained entirely by volunteers.
Over the years, the hall has seen
many improvements. A stage and
kitchen were added, which made the
space more serviceable. In the latter
part of the 1980s, the hall was lifted
from its timber foundation and a
concrete basement installed. The roof
on the building has been replaced
several times and the old cedar siding

was upgraded to hardie
planking. The original
entrance stairs, which
encroached onto Watson
Avenue, were replaced
with side entrance stairs
and a large covered porch.
More recently, the
kitchen has been upgraded
to a commercial kitchen.
Natural gas was brought
in to fuel a new stove and
a convection oven. Three
phase power was added to
enhance the electrical supply inside
the hall as well as to improve both
indoor and outdoor lighting. Importantly, the old oil fired furnaces used
to heat the hall were removed and
replaced with a GeoExchange unit.
The GeoExchange piping is located
under the horse field with the supply
line crossing under Watson Avenue
and into the hall. Over time, many
any other changes have taken place
all of which are
designed to make
this community
facility more
functional.
These upgrades have made
a significant
difference in the
operation of the
hall and to the
volunteers who
staff it. However,

none of these improvements would
have been possible without the very
generous support and donations
received from our community. Over
time this ‘generosity of spirit’ has
remained constant.
We look forward to recognizing
the community’s amazing ‘generosity’ and celebrating the hall’s
centennial with you in August.
Stay tuned!

New Expanded
Hours

CLAYTON COUNSELLING
"We Care To Listen An Affordable Alternative"
We are not just an ordinary counselling service. With over 35
years of experience working with people from all walks of life
we realize cost can be prohibitive. Because WE DO CARE our
fees are based on ability to pay and no one is turned away.
FOR MORE INFORMATION. Call: 778-356-3838
www.mycaringcounsellor.com
Dr. Kent Clayton, PhD (Psych) Janet Clayton, M.A. (Psych)

Tuesday 10-8
Wednesday Saturday 10-5
South Cowichan Library
Call 250-743-5436

virl.bc.ca/branches/south-cowichan
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REGULAR | KEN OLIVE

Time Flies
The Time Machine

A

H.G.Wells published his
most famous novel The Time
Machine in 1895 Victorian England.
Born into the working-class, like
another famous Victorian author
Charles Dickens, he was forced to
leave school and work at a very
young age to support his family.
Enormous changes had taken
place in the period, the harshness
and cruelty of the industrial revolution with child labour and the
workhouse, contrasted with the vast
wealth of Empire for the few. At this
time the work of Charles Darwin
and his theory of natural selection
(1859) also brought great changes to
peoples thinking. Wells’ novel The
Time Machine reflected these social
and intellectual changes.
H.G.Wells’ Time Traveler went
to the year 802,701 populated by
the small humans called Eloi who
were feeble and stupid and the ape
like Morlocks who were aggressive,
used machines and lived underground. Both were the evolution of
the human, dramatically divided,
reflecting those living below stairs
and those living above stairs in
Victorian time. Barely escaping the
cannibal Morlocks with his life, he
returns to tell his story to his skeptical friends. The future of technology

fiction as a mere futuristic story or
a vehicle to educate remain to this
day. But Wells and many other
authors such as Canada’s Margaret
Atwood dearly wish the reader to
ponder the future results of current
human activity.
Things that would have
appeared as fantasy in 1900 are
science fact today. In the last 20
years astronomers have identified
over 1000 planets outside our solar
system when they had no scientific
observations of any before. But
that didn’t stop Gene Roddenberry from writing Star Trek in 1966.
Science fiction is about the
human present and future, and
there is always much to do to
prepare for the future.

and social progress is not promising
and he questions the continuation of
the human species itself.
The statement that human life
would change radically and disappear must have shocked his Victorian
readers. But this
is not so different
Curated Fashion, Accessories, and Lifestyle
from David
Attenborough’s
statement in his
2020 documentary ‘A Life on our
Planet’ that the
very survival of
humanity, from
our own actions,
is now in question.
Arguments
about science

All the best brands for Men & Women

Patagonia, Blundstone, Levi’s, Vans, Fig,
Duer, Minimum, Naif, Fjallraven, & More

150 MILL BAY SHOPPING CENTRE
236-562-1189
BAYSIDEGOODS.COM
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Finances

REGULAR | MICHAEL TRAVIS

The Importance of a Will

A

Will is a very important legal document that
everyone should have. According to a survey
released by Lawyers’ Professional Indemnity Co.,
the majority of Canadian adults (56%) do not have a
signed will. A Will sets the stage for your wishes. A
clear message of what to do with your estate once you
are gone.
What happens to your estate if you do not have
a Will? It is said that you have died “intestate”. Your
surviving family will incur additional expenses, aggravation, and wait much longer to receive the proceeds
of your estate.
The proceeds of an estate that is intestate, are distributed by provincial law and your surviving family
has no control of how your belongings are distributed.
Dying intestate can put your surviving family in
less desirable situations. If you are the main income
earner, but do not share a joint bank account with
your spouse, dying intestate freezes your account, and
your family is left to pay bills without your source of
income. Settling an estate that is intestate can take
years to resolve.
Once your estate is resolved, your spouse will be
given the proceeds of your estate set out by provincial
law. If you have a young family the money allocated
to your young children is placed in a public trust until
they are nineteen. Once they reach nineteen, they
can withdraw the money. A large sum of money and a
nineteen year old can spell disaster.
You also lose the ability to pay the least amount
of tax. Property given to your spouse is tax deferred,
property given to your children, or next of kin, is not.
If you die intestate and have no spouse, children,
brothers, sisters, nieces or nephews, your estate goes
to the government.
Does your Will protect your surviving family
from hardship? Email me your questions at mike@
travisfinancial.ca

Skin Care
Did you know?

... that CLAY has been used since
the dawn of time to nourish and
purify the skin? Clay comes in a
variety of colours, each with its own
special properties, giving organic
soaps with clay ingredients their
gorgeous colours - NATURALLY.
Red reef clay is rich in trace elements and
gets its fabulous colour from a high concentration of
iron oxide. It balances, tones and purifies, revives and
brightens the complexion, and is especially good for
sensitive, irritated, dry and tired skin. It helps restore
body, silkiness and shine to hair. Beige clay is one of the
gentlest of clays. People have used this clay to remove
impurities from their skin for thousands of years. It
repairs, soothes and revitalizes, and gently draws dirt
out from beneath the skin, absorbing excess oil that
may clog pores. It restores radiance to dry, fragile hair.
Green clay is especially beneficial for oily, combination
or acne-prone skin. It purifies and detoxifies, regulates
sebum production, fights acne. Its repairing minerals
help rebalance oil (control breakouts) and tighten pores.
It is wonderfully soothing and facilitates the healing of
cuts, cellulite, allergies and sunburn. It helps remedy
hair that is oily or dull. Pink clay is rich in silica which
helps to improve elasticity and cellular renewal. Silica
promotes the production of collagen which slows down
the aging of skin, so your skin will look more youthful.
It softens, moisturizes, hydrates, regenerates, smooths
and calms sun-damaged skin. Its exfoliating and refining
properties minimize puffiness and the appearance of
pores. It helps to revitalize the scalp.
- Feisty Ferdy Organics
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FEATURE | ORIANA PELLIZZARI-PARKER

Community Policing

Don’t Push Your Luck ‒ Cracking Down On Distracted Drivers

D

istracted driving is not just
about cellphones, GPS,
and handheld objects; it is about
anything in your driving environment that takes your attention off
the road. Unfortunately, distracted
driving has the potential of being
as hazardous as driving under the
influence. The Canadian Council
of Motor Transport Administrators
has developed the definition
of distracted driving as: “The
diversion of attention from driving,
as a result of the driver focusing
on a non-driving object, activity,
event, or person.” It is hard to
believe, but those few seconds,
four to six, that your eyes are
not on the road because of some
distraction, is equivalent to driving
across the length of a football field
at 90 km/h with your eyes closed!
It allows enough time to hit a
pedestrian in a crosswalk; to hit a
child that runs out from between

parked cars; to not use caution
on a dangerous curve on the road
and hit another vehicle head on.
When you turn on your ignition
key and put your motor vehicle
in drive, you must learn to expect
the unexpected, which means that
all your attention should be on
the road. Animated conversation
with a passenger, while driving,
that includes taking one’s hand off
the steering wheel and indulging
in theatrical behaviour could be
construed as distraction by the
passenger and is deemed to a fine
or warning. Statistics show that
one-quarter of vehicle collisions in British Columbia
are attributed to distracted
driving. Research shows
that in-vehicle telephone
conversations are much
more distracting than
in-vehicle passenger
conversations. For this
reason, the phrase “leave
the phone alone” has been
coined. Recently, the BC
Supreme Court ruled, that
driving with your smartphone on your lap does
count as distracted driving.
Even if your smartphone
is mounted, you can get a
ticket just for touching the
device to change a song!
The BC Supreme Court
has also ruled that wearing
both earbuds connected
to a smartphone counts
as a distracted driving
offence, even if the phone
is powered off. According
to the BC Motor Vehicle
Act, drivers are permitted
to wear a single earbud
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when driving. Serious or repeated
convictions for distracted driving
will result in increased premiums
after the first conviction. Distracted driving is responsible for more
than 25 per cent of fatal car crashes
in the province and is the second
leading cause of fatal collisions.
Every year, on average, 78 people
die in fatal collisions across the
province because a driver was
distracted or not paying attention.

REGULAR | JOANNE NELSON

Mill Bay Fire Department
We have Fire Prevention
Officers who can help you,
creating awareness of fire safety
issues as well as direct training
in some areas of fire safety.
We visit Schools, Community
events, provide Seminars for
Community Organizations,
and participate in Media
Advertising. We may go
door to door to check smoke
detectors and replace them if necessary. We provide
training to school teachers, venue staff, high school
students, and other community groups in the use of fire
extinguishers. We improve safety in the community,
advising property owners to meet fire safety standards
while going above and beyond, making sure occupants
of their building(s) have the best chance of making it
out of a fire unscathed. We update the Fire Department’s knowledge of buildings and their contents, in
the Community, through pre-planning available to all
fire officers in Dispatch rooms and on truck mounted
computer tablets installed in some of our vehicles.
It should be noted that Mill Bay FD currently does
not perform official Fire Inspections as it is up to the
property owner to ensure fire code compliance. At this
time, we will do a building walkthrough, offer advice
and point out anything we notice. If you have questions
on fire safety, are interested in having Mill Bay FD visit
your Community Group or Event, want instruction on
all areas of fire safety including live fire extinguisher
training, or anything else we may be able to help with,
please contact our Prevention Office by email directly
at fpo@mbfd.ca

BBQ Grilling is
happening again! Make
sure the grill is set up in
an open, outdoor area
with nothing flammable
(plants, paper products,
wood, clothing, etc.)
nearby. While marinating
the meat, check each
potentially problematic
point of the grill including
the propane tank, hose, and all connecting points. Soak
charcoal with charcoal starter fluid only, so don’t let the
pyro-happy go anywhere near the grill with a container
of lighter fluid, no matter how cool he/she swears it
will be! NOT cleaning the grill before and after use is
a contributing factor in nearly 20% of all grill structure
fires. Stay safe and keep our Members safe.
Did you know: 18 March - CVRD bylaw Burning is
permitted with a good Venting Index until 15 April, 2021.
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FLASHBACK | PENNY SIMPSON

Flashback

There’s A Cat Living Under My Futon!
You can teach an old(er) cat
new tricks!

“You’ll look after my cat while I’m
gone, won’t you, Penn?” said a young
friend of mine just as she was about
to embark on a three-year course
overseas. Naturally, I agreed. Naturally. Then came the kicker. “Now,
she doesn’t like dogs, and she doesn’t
like other cats, and she's not too keen
on people, either.”
At this point, I find myself
suggesting that, if that is the case, she
might like to think about someone
else to take care of her cat for three
years, as I have dogs, I have a wildly
fluctuating population of cats due to
fostering, with a base level of... well...
several, and people also sometimes
come to visit. My young friend pouts.
“But she’s used to being an only cat.”
To which the rather dry response
was that she was going to have to get
un-used to being an only cat.
And so, at five years of age, Nikki’s life does a complete turn around.
She left her apartment in Vancouver
and she arrived in the rural Cowichan
Valley with her carry crate, her
litter box, some food and her health
certificate. A terrified little black cat
who promptly did what so many have
done — dove under my futon to live
for a few days. Progress was almost

painfully slow. Although she was
obviously coming out to eat, drink
and use the litter box when no one
was around, the slightest sound would
send her flying back under the futon.
It took about a week of gentle coaxing
and quiet nonsensical chatting to get
her out. A couple more days of some
one-on-one attention and she was
ready to take on the world. So, I left
the bedroom door open.
Oops, well, maybe not quite the
world yet. But she was more than
ready to let me know she was displeased at any lack of attention. The
voice on this little thing would stop a
truck! A deep-throated, Siamese-type
yowl with solid rumbling bass
undertones. The first time I heard it
I almost dropped my glass of wine in
shock. Almost, please note. Before we
knew it, this cat that isn’t too keen on
people is sleeping on the bed, curled
up as close to my husband as she could
get. The low growling noises that
she emitted in the general direction
of any other cat in the vicinity was
dealt with by simply turning her to
face the other direction. What the eye
doesn’t see. Gradually, she moved into
the study. A chair for her to curl up
in and our company when we were
working on the computer suited her
just fine. When
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other cats came to visit, she learned to
ignore them for the most part and only
occasionally was there an altercation.
The dogs seemed to take less
getting used to. Having dealt with
the issue of “other cats,” mere dogs
were, for the most part, beneath her
notice. Unless they got too close, in
which case she would puff up, issue
a blood-curdling screech and whack
the dog on whichever part of the anatomy was to paw at the time. The fact
that they generally paid no attention
to her was obviously, she new, the
result of her fierce self-defence! These
days, she pays no attention to them
either! As for the other cats, I actually
found her curled up with one of the
foster kittens a couple of weeks ago,
and she is one of the first of my cats
to make herself known to any guests
that stop by.
The moral of this particular story
— just because someone tells you hat
a cat is too old to adjust to a change,
even a dramatic change, in its lifestyle
does not necessarily mean that that is
so. Cats are far more adaptable than
most of us ever give them credit for.
Yes, it takes some patience and some
understanding, and the cat needs to
be given an opportunity to find its
own way. But if I have learned anything about these amazing creatures
over the last few years, it’s that if you
give them a chance, most of the time,
they will prove time and time again
that they deserve it.

FEATURE | ROMY PRITCHARD

The Costs of Having Cancer
I

was diagnosed with stage IIIc inflammatory breast
cancer at age 46. Little did I know that the world I
knew from that point would forever be gone. My oncologist labeled this the “new normal” in response to my
realization that nothing was going back to the way it was.
After diagnosis my life become intwined with a
revolving door of medical professionals such as nurses,
oncologists, radiologists, scan technicians, surgeons,
physiotherapists, lab technicians, prosthetic technicians,
pharmacists, general medicine doctors, care aides and
medical office receptionists. I naively thought that once
treatment was over that I would be done with them all.
Not so – I continue to have multiple scans per year, blood
draws and visit specialists.
The toll of cancer treatment, chemotherapy in particular, also impacted my mental health to the point that I did
not see the point of living if I only had a few years. This
downward spiral of my mental health was compounded

by the overwhelming changes that were happening to my
body and my life. I needed mental, emotional and spiritual
help to recreate myself and a life worth living.
My diagnosis was my wake-up call - it redefined
everything about me; what I eat and drink; who I associate
with; how I imbue meaning for what is important; where
I choose to invest my time and energy. Cancer is very
expensive. Not only for us as tax payers but also personally.
April is Cancer awareness month. Take some time
this month and review the risk factors for cancer and
reduce your risk. Incorporate some extra sensitivity to
those around you. Chances are the people around you are
likely coping with a cancer scare, diagnosed, caring for
someone, or mourning the loss of someone they loved
who died from cancer.
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REGULAR | MEGHAN SEAL

Around The Bay
Koksilah River Hike

W

hile trying to stay close to home, we have made a
couple visits to the Koksilah River Provincial Park
checking out the different hiking and mountain biking
trails. The park expands on both sides of the river and
along Renfrew Road. The main parking area is about
7km from Shawnigan Lake headed West on Renfrew
Road. Be aware that there is no cell service in this area.
Koksilah River Provincial park can be a fun place to play
in the cold river in the summer, is known for its mountain
bike trails, and has pockets of old growth trees to visit.
There is also the Jack Fleetwood trail that winds along
the river back to the Kinsol Trestle.
The little area we checked out was about another 4km
further along the gravel road. The river winds along the
road, past a few homes, a campsite and a small waterfall on
the left. Just before the steep incline there is a sign about
Mosaic land use, a bridge over an unnamed creek and a
small parking area on the left side of the road. We parked
the car here and crossed the bridge then began to walk
South along the creek. This area had been visited by other
outdoor enthusiasts as we found remnants of shotgun shells

in a fire pit and a makeshift log hut.
We followed a small game trail along
the creek, crawling over fallen maple
trees and dodging puddles. The creek
bed sits in a deep valley filled with
maple trees and a few old growth
cedar trees. The suns rays dotted
the shore, our quest was to find the
perfect spot to eat lunch. Our trail ended abruptly at the
side of an impassable steep bank. The only way to continue
was to cross. Those downed maples came in handy as they
leaned right over the creek. We all straddled a heavy log
and shimmied to the other side. Dogs too! We were rewarded
for our trek when we reached a sharp bend in the creek
with a sunny pebble beach. We crossed back over on an old
growth fir tree that had landed on the ground many years
ago and relished in the warm sun while we ate our lunch,
listening to the soothing babble of the unnamed creek.
By the time we had returned to the car (perhaps 1½
hours later) the dog had only fallen into the creek once,
and Callum only had one wet foot. That is successful for us!
It is always a good idea to bring a little pack with emergency goods along on your hikes in the woods. I wear a
small back pack with: rope, matches, pocket knife,
blanket, energy bars, toque, first aid kit and toilet paper.
https://bcparks.ca/explore/parkpgs/koksilah_rv/
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REGULAR | SIERRA ACTON

Area Director - Area B
We Do ‒ The Community

Who decides if we have a trail? We do.
Who decides if we allow development or
industry? We do.
Who decides to buy land for a park? We do.

A

s a community we have several documents
that help shape decisions to determine the
future community. As an unincorporated area
we have limited tools (compared to an incorporated municipality), but we have legislated
and accepted documents such as the Official
Community Plan (ocp), the Parks Master Plan
and the ThinkShawnigan Village Plan. All play
different roles in daily decisions towards our
desired future outcome.
The ocp lays out goals, objectives and
policies, including land designations, for the future land
use and development/preservation of a given area. The
ocp helps guide the Regional District in developing
and applying bylaws in the community. The ocp was
created and approved by the community at the time
of its adoption. This document usually lasts around 20
years with only a few changes over time (despite rumours to the contrary the Board of the cvrd does not take
amendments to any ocp lightly.) The ocp sets the stage
and is basically the ‘over arching principles’ guiding the
development in any given Area.
The Parks Master Plan sets the priorities for community parks and trails in and around Shawnigan Lake. This
plan outlines key linkages and parkland opportunities
within the area. This ensures our network of parks and
trails are cohesive for residents and visitors into the future.
This plan also enables the cvrd to act quickly when an
opportunity arises, since sometimes it is hard to recognize
an opportunity if you don't have a Plan. We have made
great strides in Shawnigan over the past 9 years; our Masterplan was adopted in 2012 and much of it is complete.
The ThinkShawnigan Plan digs even deeper to
create a more specific and detailed plan focused on a small
but key area. The Plan encompasses the village and lakeshore from Government Wharf Park to Mason’s Beach
and includes the large undeveloped space across from the
community centre. Given this areas importance to the
community, the ThinkShawnigan Plan has had more
community input than any other community engagement
to date. The extensive consultation process allowed the
community to directly influence how we want the village

core to develop over the next 10-20 years.
Many exciting changes have happened in the ThinkShawnigan zone recently. For example, the Community
Centre upgraded their signage, allowing information to
be shared more quickly and efficiently. This new sign is
also safer for migrating birds as it is smaller and not as
bright as the previous backlit board. There was also a
major land acquisition between Dougan Park (slcc) and
Mason’s Beach. This new 2 acre parcel was originally
zoned commercial and could have been anything from a
mechanic’s shop to a boutique hotel, but now it belongs
to the community and we can tailor this new park over
time to best fit the communities requirements. I am
grateful to the cvrd and the Area B Parks Commission
for their support in helping our community preserve such
a valuable waterfront green space.
This is an exciting time for the community of
Shawnigan as we move forward on a number of key
aspects of these various plans that will shape the future
of our community. We have just taken another massive
step towards creating a cohesive green space along the
northeast shore of the Lake that will eventually have an
accessible walking trail that stretches all the way from
Mason’s Beach to Old Mill Park (and on the far side of
Old Mill Park, there is another trail
that continues all the way to the top of
Old Baldy.) This wonderful network of
waterfront parks and trails will provide
lake access and recreation opportunities
for everyone to enjoy now and into the
future. Love it, Share it, Protect it!
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REGULAR | GAY WISE

Tax Talk

Small and Medium Sized Business Recovery Grant

G

rants of $10,000 to $30,000 are
available to small and medium
sized B.C. businesses impacted by
covid-19. An additional $5,000 to
$15,000 grant is available to eligible
tourism-related businesses.
- The program has been extended
to August 31, 2021 or until funds are
fully expended, whichever comes first
- Businesses only need to show a
30% revenue loss from March 2020
to now when compared to the same
one-month period in 2019
- Get help preparing a complete
application package from a registered
Small Business BC service provider
Wise Financial Services is a
registered Small Business BC service
provider. Contact us for assistance
with your application. We will review

the eligibility criteria with you to ascertain whether you should proceed
with the application, and support you
through the process.

By the time you read this it will
be mostly over! Tax season that is.

We are grateful and appreciative of
all our tax clients who came back
this year after a less than stellar 2019
tax season. There are no deferred tax
filing dates this year, so the majority
of our clients were here in time to file
by April 30th. Now we dig down and
finish the returns for self employed
business owners whose filing date is
15 June. We do personal tax returns
all year round, but certainly our busy
time is 1 March to 15 June. If you
haven’t been in yet, we look forward
to seeing you.

Cautiously embracing the future!

One of the things I have learned in my
long life is that just because something
is new, doesn’t mean it is better, but
some new things are better so it is important to be open to them. We started
using Cloud Accounting applications
almost 20 years ago, many were not
great but we could see the possibilities.
Those programs along with related
apps, which are too many to mention,
have created a diverse platform for
accounting, taxation and management
information systems. We can help you
decide what may be best for your
business, and assist with conversions
and set up. We are pretty excited
about the suite of applications we are
using in-house, and look forward to
sharing that information with you.

• Personal & Corporate Taxes
• Accounting & Bookkeeping
• Business Planning & Advisory
Services

From left

Tsering Lineen, Erik Jorgensen,
Gay Wise, Vannessa Magri,
Tracey Horner, Selina Lowes

1757 Shawnigan Lake-Mill Bay Road
Shawnigan Lake, BC V0R 2W0
Phone: 250-743-5999
E-Mail: gaywise@wiseﬁnancialservices.ca
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REGULAR | BARBRA HOPKINS

Food is Medicine
Weight Loss is Healthcare

Three Horrible Effects of YoYo Dieting:

1. Weight Gain: A new study from the University
of Exeter and Bristol found repeated dieting can do
the opposite of what you want and ultimately leads
to weight gain. YoYo dieting can cause your brain to
interpret these extreme swings in eating patterns as
“short term famines’’. Your body goes into survival
mode and prompts the storage of fat in case of
further shortages.
2. Gut dysfunction: YoYo dieting throws off the
healthy balance of gut bacteria according to a study
from the University of New South Wales. Normally
your gut is home to about 100 trillion microbial cells
that influence everything from metabolism to immune
function. When these bacteria diversity levels are
disrupted, gastrointestinal conditions like inflammatory
bowel disease and obesity are the result.
3. Psychological frustration: When putting yourself on a diet you often forbid yourself from eating the
foods you love. Many diets may not be the same as
“healthy eating”. Some diets lead to a sense of deprivation and can derail your healthy intentions. Over
time this can lead to yoyo weight cycling, which can
take a toll on your emotional and physical well-being.
The Ideal Weight Loss Program is a medically
supervised, 3 phase program that includes Weight
Loss, Stabilization and Maintenance. By completing
all three phases you learn healthy eating habits that
are tailored to your body’s specific needs. Put an end
to the frustration of yoyo dieting once and for all.
Give me a call for a no obligation consultation and
see if the Ideal Protein Weight Loss Program is right
for you.
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Cowichan Bay
Spa + Salon
Unit B-1681 Cowichan Bay Road, Cowichan Bay, BC, V0R 1N0

April - May
Welcome to
Cowichan Bay Spa + Saloon
15% OFF First Visit
10% OFF Any Treatment

cowichanbayspa.com

250-597-0668

info@cowichanbayspa.com

250.743.4111
info@creativewoodcraft.ca

CREATIVEWOODCRAFT.CA
Serving Vancouver Island Since 1985

10% off for booking in March
for Weekly Lawn & Gardening
Routine Maintenance
Contact us for your Vegetable
Starter Plants and any of
your Landscaping Designs
Email: ontheislandnursery@gmail.com
Phone: (250) 415-8157
Address: 1406 Tatlo Road, Crofton BC

Top Soils Bark Mulch, Sand & Gravel
PICK UP OR FAST DELIVERY!

Price List 2021 - Great Prices! Great Products!
 Check box to remember what you bought for future reference.

Garden Mix





Compost

1 Yard............................................................. $40
1/2 Yard...................................................... $24
20 Lt. Pail................................................... $3
Garbage Can............................................. $9

Sandy Loam for Lawns










1 Yard.......................................................... $45
1/2 Yard...................................................... $27
20 Lt. Pail................................................... $3
Garbage Can............................................. $9

Grass Seeds Our Grass Seed is Specifically
Blended for Vancouver Island






1 Yard.......................................................... $34
1/2 Yard...................................................... $21
20 Lt. Pail................................................... $3
Garbage Can............................................. $9

Fine - Red (When Available)





Delivery Costs (1 hour minimum)
$75 per hour, Single - $105 per hour, Tandem

Garden Soil
Lawn Soil
Bark Mulch
Sand/Gravel

1 Yard.......................................................... $36
1/2 Yard...................................................... $22
20 Lt. Pail................................................... $3
Garbage Can............................................. $9

Bark Mulch Coarse, Medium Ground

1 Yard.......................................................... $36

Top Dressing (When Available)





Gravel Prices Sold by the Tonne

1 Yard.......................................................... $24
1/2 Yard...................................................... $15
20 Lt. Pail.................................................. $3
Garbage Can............................................ $9

Compost Screened (When Available)

1 Yard.......................................................... $32
1/2 Yard...................................................... $19
20 Lt. Pail................................................... $3
Garbage Can............................................. $9

Garden Loam Blend







1 Yard.......................................................... $35
1/2 Yard...................................................... $22
20 Lt. Pail................................................... $3
Garbage Can............................................. $9














Sold by the Yard




Spring and Summer Hours
Monday to Saturday: 8am to 4:30pm
Sunday: 10am to 4pm Seasonal

Per Load Single Axle

Per Load Tandem Axle

1-10 Yards
1-7 Yards
1-10 Yards
1-6 Yards

Up to 16 Yards
Up to 14 Yards
Up to 16 Yards
Up to 12 Yards

centrallandscapesupplies.ca

250.743.9989

1345 Fisher Rd.
Cobble Hill,
BC V0R 1L0

3/4” Clear Crush....................................... $30
1/2” Clear Crush....................................... $36
3/4” Road Base........................................ $25
2-3” Road Base......................................... $23
Screenings................................................ $33
Navvy Jack................................................ $37
Pea Gravel................................................. $29
1” Minus Drain Rock................................. $29
1 1/2” Drain Rock...................................... $27
Screened Sand......................................... $19
Garden Sand............................................. $20
Concrete Sand.......................................... $28
Blast Rock................................................. $50
River Rock................................................. $48
Fill / Overs................................................. $10

